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Flexible Transparent Barrier
Applications of Oxide Thin Films
Prepared by Photochemical
Conversion at Low Temperature and
Ambient Pressure
Patrick C. With*, Ulrike Helmstedt and Lutz Prager

Department Functional Surfaces, Leibniz Institute of Surface Engineering (IOM), Leipzig, Germany

Photoconversion of metal-organic precursors to thin film metal oxides using ultraviolet

(UV) radiation in oxidative atmosphere is an attractive technology because it can be

applied at temperatures <80◦C and at ambient pressure. Thus, it enables preparing

this class of thin films in a cost-efficient manner on temperature sensitive substrates

such as polymer films. In this article, various aspects of research and development in the

field of photochemical thin-film fabrication, with particular focus to the application of the

produced films as gas permeation barriers for the encapsulation of optoelectronic devices

are reviewed. Thereby, it covers investigations on fundamental photochemically initiated

reactions for precursor classes containing metal-oxygen and metal-nitrogen bonds,

and emphazises the relevance of that understanding for applicative considerations like

integration of the single-layer barrier films into relevant encapsulation films. Further

perspectives are given concerning integration of additional functionalities like electrical

conductivity to the flexible and transparent barrier films.

Keywords: UV photoconversion, wet coating, metal oxide, thin films, gas permeation barriers, polymer substrates,

flexible electronics, encapsulation

INTRODUCTION

A variety of products, ranging from food to pharmaceuticals or electronic devices, have to be
protected from gases present in the ambient atmosphere. Most severe damage usually results from
oxygen and water vapor, impairing taste, medical effect, or technical functionality of the protected
object. With respect to envisaged storage times or lifespan for this wide range of applications,
target permeability for these applications vary in a broad range as shown exemplarily for water
vapor transmission rates (WVTR) in Figure 1. Transparent and flexible polymer-based gas barrier
materials are commercially available for the packaging of food and pharmaceuticals and have been
comprehensively reviewed (Lange and Wyser, 2003). Their target transmission rates are in the
order of few cm3 m−2 d−1 bar−1 for oxygen (OTR—oxygen transmission rate), and few g m−2

d−1 for water vapor (WVTR). For those applications, intrinsically high barrier polymers incl.
coextruded materials, and nanocomposites are sufficient and cost-efficient solutions are readily
available on the market (Wagner, 2010).

The situation is different for flexible stand-alone high barrier films, especially for achieving the
more challengingWVTR values below 10−4 g m−2 d−1. A stand-alone film in this review denotes a
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FIGURE 1 | Target water vapor transmission rates for different areas of

application.

stack, comprising at least one polymer substrate and one barrier
thin film, which is laminated into the flexible product on an
industrial scale to introduce a gas permeation barrier. Another
promising alternative, which can only be mentioned here, is
the use of flexible glass. The availability of a film like this is
important for applicants who do not want to integrate the barrier
thin film preparation into their production scheme directly.
Reasons for that could be the complexity of preparationmethods,
chemical incompatibility, direct usage of the film as backside for
printed electronics as well as deposition or transfer of transparent
electrode materials. The integration of stand-alone films can
also minimize the risk of damaging the delicate barrier thin
film in further processing steps. Even though, interest from
industry is extremely high, cost-efficient stand-alone films are
not yet commercially available. Ambient pressure coating is a
cost-efficient alternative to vacuum-technologies for preparing
barrier thin films offering integratability into large-area roll-to-
roll processes, like e.g., industrial printing technologies.

Currently, frequently used transparent polymeric substrate
films for the development of flexible electronics are polyester
films, especially polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN). They stand out due to
their high tensile strength, chemical and dimensional stability,
transparency, reflectivity, gas and aroma barrier properties,
and electrical insulation. Even though, a number of amorphous
polymer films are commercially available such as polycarbonate,

polyethersulfone, and heat resistant polymers like polyimide
or halogenated polyolefins, they do not exhibit all the desired
properties regarding mechanical stability, solvent resistance, or
light transmission properties for above-mentioned applications.
Semicrystalline polyester films like PET and partially PEN films
are available from various manufacturers (e.g., Mitsubishi,
DuPont Teijin Films, Toray) as specifically modified types,
differing regarding their surface smoothness, hydrolysis stability,
UV resistance under outdoor conditions, and dimensional
stability under heat. Since the price for films of PEN is at
least 10 times higher than for PET, the latter are preferred
substrates for industry even though PEN would show higher
intrinsic barrier and thermal stability (permeation coefficients
of 2·10−14 vs. 7·10−14 mol m−1 Pa−1 s−1); glass transition
temperatures of Tg = 120 vs. 78◦C). The extrusion process
of these polyester materials results in biaxially oriented
films, thus operation at temperatures above Tg can result in
dimensional deformation leading to a damage of the top-coated
mechanically sensitive metal oxide thin film. Consequently,
process temperatures below the Tg are highly desirable for
preparing (ultra)high barriers.

Only a few technologies are capable of depositing highly
dense metal oxide thin films on polyester substrates at ambient
pressure: Sol-gel deposition, atmospheric pressure plasma-
enhanced CVD, spatial atomic layer deposition (sALD) and
photoconversion of wet deposited precursor films. While sol-gel
techniques suffer from long drying times (usually several hours),
the three latter approaches show high potential for scale-up on
short notice.

This paper reviews photochemical approaches as non-vacuum
based manufacturing methods for the deposition of metal
oxide thin films on technically relevant polymeric substrates,
with the ultimate goal to use it for flexible and transparent
encapsulation of optoelectronic devices. It covers work on the
photo-assisted preparation and annealing of metal oxide thin
films at temperatures below 80◦C, the elucidation of underlying
photochemical reactions for the formation of the single barrier
thin film, their integration into practically relevant multilayer
systems demonstrated in flexible CIGS-based inorganic thin
film solar cells and flexible organic solar cells as well as
their engineering toward integrated electrode-barriers. It thereby
complements to reviews on the above-mentioned vapor phase
deposition techniques (AP-PE CVD: Massines et al., 2012;
Starostin et al., 2015, sALD: Muñoz-Rojas et al., 2019). For
clarity reasons, we use the barrier film terms denoted in Figure 2

throughout the article.

PHOTO-ASSISTED PREPARATION OF
METAL OXIDE THIN FILMS FOR
ENCAPSULATION OF OPTOELECTRONIC
DEVICES

The development of highly efficient excimer lamps has rendered
the use of photochemical processes technologically more
attractive within the last decades. Excited by a dielectric-
barrier discharge, in the gas volume of the lamp tube
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FIGURE 2 | Notation of barrier films as used in this review.

FIGURE 3 | Schematic of UV photoconversion process of precursor films onto polymer surfaces.

excited dimers (excimers) of noble gases or heterodimeric
complexes (exciplexes) with halogens are formed, respectively
(Kogelschatz, 2003). Decomposing immediately after relaxation,
these complexes emit narrow-band UV light with high
efficiencies at different wavelengths in the ultraviolet or vacuum
ultraviolet spectral regions depending on the kind of noble
gas and halogen present in the discharge tube. Thus, they
offer attractive complements to multispectral low or medium
pressure mercury lamps. Commercially available lamps, at least
potentially, emit UV light in the energy ranges of about 4.0 eV
for XeCl∗ lamps (corresp. to the emission maximum at λmax

= 308 nm), 4.4 eV for XeBr∗ lamps (283 nm), 5.6 eV for KrCl∗

lamps (222 nm), and 7.2 eV for Xe∗2 lamps (172 nm). They exhibit
a high average specific power (up to 1W cm−2) of UV radiation
in the absence of further emission bands in the visible and IR
spectral range. Thus, thermal load on the irradiated surface can
be minimized compared to mercury lamps, in this way allowing
the formation of metal oxide thin films onto polyester films below
their glass transition temperature according to Figure 3.

To the best of our knowledge, Onuki and Awazu were
the first to publish the water-free photoconversion of wet-
chemically coated precursor thin films (tetramethoxysilane) to
silicon oxide thin films (Awazu and Onuki, 1996). Since then
using this technology, several materials were investigated at
laboratory scale. We chose to present studies based on the
main precursor classes being metal or half-metal (M) organic
compounds containing M-O or M-N bonds. Published examples

comprise the preparation of aluminum, iron, titanium, and
silicon oxide, which are reviewed in the succeeding chapters. The
only precursors investigated containing M-N bonds are silazane
based systems; nevertheless, for this case, the highest level of
mechanistic understanding has been achieved. Since we consider
that a fundamental prerequisite for the transfer of laboratory-
scale results to industrial scale roll-to-roll technology, this work
is reviewed in an own chapter.

Photoconversion of Molecular Precursor
Thin Films Containing M-O Bonds
Awazu and Onuki (1996) reported on the photochemical
conversion of tetramethoxysilane films to SiO2 at room
temperature, by using a Xe

∗

2 excimer lamp (λmax = 172 nm).
Based on FTIR investigations, two major reaction pathways
have been postulated which are (i) MeOH formation reacting
the precursor with surface silanol surface groups of the silicon
wafer substrate and (ii) an intramolecular precursor conversion
reaction to SiO2 and Me-O-Me after electronic excitation. In a
subsequent work, this approach was also shown to be suitable
for room temperature SiO2 thin film formation onto polymethyl
methacrylate films using VUV irradiation from a Kr

∗

2 excimer
lamp (λmax = 146 nm) (Awazu and Onuki, 1997).

In order to enlarge the scope of metal oxide thin films
producible by a purely photochemical conversion of precursor
molecules, the VUV-induced (∼172 nm) formation of AlxOy

layers was investigated using a polymeric aluminum complex of
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hexanoic acid as a precursor (Wennrich et al., 2013). An almost
fully mineralized and homogeneous layer with the composition
AlO2.17C0.04 could be obtained applying radiant exposures of
36 J cm−2. The AlxOy was shown by XRD to be amorphous
with a slight short-range atom order. Hexanoic acid was found
to be the predominant stable gaseous reaction product. In
agreement with this, TD-DFT calculations at model compounds
confirmed VUV-induced Al–O cleavage as a thermodynamically
preferred relaxation pathway. However, the required high radiant
exposures are unfavorable for an efficient technical process.

Photochemical conversion of titanium(IV) ethoxide proceeds
at lower radiant exposures. About 2 J cm−2 (Xe

∗

2 excimer
irradiation, precursor thickness of 270 nm) are necessary for
the mineralization and the nearly complete removal of residual
carbon at <35◦C (With et al., 2016). Further, it could be
demonstrated that the initial kinetics, i.e., the logarithmic
apparent rate constant of the precursor film conversion, linearly
depends on the initial layer thickness in the range of 270 to
1,060 nm. In other words, the initial kinetics can be characterized
by the product of the absorption coefficient and the optical
path length (precursor layer thickness). Titanium(IV) ethoxide
contains a high portion of organics, which have to be removed
during UV conversion. Film thickness decreases nearly by an
order of magnitude (e.g., 550 vs. 67 nm) forming a dense metal
oxide network with a smooth surface without cracks, wrinkles
or macropores.

Interestingly, using ATR-FTIR-spectroscopic monitoring of
the reaction, an intermediate structure was observed, suggesting
a Ti-(OCO)-ring formation. This idea was supported by
DFT calculations, with which energetically favorable reaction
pathways for the formation of Ti–(OCO)-ring structures were
calculated. Accordingly, different multistep reaction pathways
were postulated leading to 4- and 6-membered ring structures,
which are exergonic and should be energetically favorable. The

formation of, i.e., alkyl acetates as organic gaseous products next
to ethanol supports this hypothesis. Using iron(III) tert-butoxide
dimer as the molecular precursor, we also found experimental
and theoretical evidence for the formation of intermediate Fe-
(OCO)-ring species, formed by abstracting a CH•

3 radical from
a tert-butoxy group (With et al., 2019b). Formation of this quite
stable intermediate species results in high radiant exposures of
24 J cm−2 needed for mineralization. It can be assumed that by an
appropriate ligand design the formation of intermediate species
can be influenced, thus giving the possibility for tailoring the
photochemical reactivity.

From the application point of view, the required radiant
exposure for complete mineralization is, besides the temperature,
of high importance. The lower the radiant exposure necessary
for mineralization, the lower the energy consumption and the
higher speeds can be applied in fast roll-to-roll processes. A
direct comparison of VUV light-induced conversion of different
metal-organic precursors is difficult since their reactivity is
strongly influenced by the complexity of the energetically feasible
relaxation pathways after molecular excitation as well as by
their absorption coefficients and film thicknesses. Therefore,
a qualitative comparison for photoconversion of some metal-
organic compounds, which are based on FTIR data showing
disappearance of C-based vibrations from the films with
increasing radiant exposure (Figure 4).

Whereas, the approaches discussed above are devoted to large
area coatings, Rim et al. (2014) demonstrated that a direct
light patterning at room temperature is possible, by using a
photomask for photochemical conversion of heteroleptic metal
acetylacetonato compounds (based on In, Ga, Zn, and Sn) to
oxides in illuminated areas only, followed by dissolution of areas
with unconverted precursor. This yielded a fine patterning with
a minimum feature size of ∼3µm. However, a post-treatment at
200–350◦C was necessary to remove remaining organics and to

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of VUV-induced (Xe2* excimer irradiation, in a nitrogen atmosphere with 0.25 vol% O2) decomposition of different metal-organic precursor

thin films depending on the applied radiant exposure at 1 bar and ≤34 ◦C (Prager et al., 2007; Wennrich et al., 2013; With et al., 2016, 2019b).
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Measured UV-absorption spectra of precursor thin films and excimer-lamp emission spectra. (B) Kinetic evaluation of the intensity of the vibration

band of the Si—H bond at 2170 cm−1, adapted from Prager et al. (2007).

densify the oxide network. Although the annealing temperatures
are not compatible with low-cost plastic substrates, the example
of using a photomask shows the potential of the technology to
create finely patterned structures onto polymeric substrates.

Photoconversion of Silazane Thin Films
Room temperature photoconversion of polysilazanes has been
published for the first time in 2004 by Naganuma et al. (2004),
describing the effect of VUV irradiation on spin-coated films
of perhydropolysilazane using a Xe

∗

2 excimer lamp (λmax =

172 nm). Hydrogen and nitrogen could be effectively removed
from the precursor film and silicon oxide was formed by the
incorporation of oxygen. The photoconversion process was
found to be dependent on the oxygen content in the surrounding
gas atmosphere as well as on the applied irradiation dose. A
follow-up publication confirmed these first results for deposition
on PET films (Naganuma et al., 2013).

Kinetic evaluation of Si-H vibration band intensities at
different absorbed UV doses and excitation wavelengths proved
the photochemical nature of the Si-H bond scission. For the
model molecule H2N-SiH2-NH-SiH3, the excitation energy of
5.63 eV (220 nm) was obtained from density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. Employing light sources with different
wavelengths below and above that photon energy as well
as recorded transmission spectra indicate similar excitation
energy for the real precursor structure (Figure 5). Photochemical
experiments based on different absorption coefficients of
oxygen and ozone at varying wavelengths and concentrations
showed, that Si-O bond formation is based on the reaction of
photon-induced Si-radicals with molecular oxygen, thus neither
externally (ex-situ) produced ozone nor O1(D) alone seem to
play a crucial role in the process. Addition of catalysts, e.g.,
tertiary amines, influences the apparent rate constant of product
formation. TD-DFT calculations suggest an excitation of the
precursor molecules by UV photons to an excited singlet state
(Figure 6). After relaxation to S1 and intersystem crossing, a

dissociative triplet state is formed, which energetically preferably
undergoes Si-N cleavage. Mass spectrometric measurements
verify the formation of ammonia as a side product. Compared
to Si-N cleavage, the formation of the Si-O-Si network is slower
and dependent on oxygen concentration (Prager et al., 2007).
Absorption coefficients of PHPS films in the VUV spectral range
were determined. It has been found that penetration depths
of 172 nm photons are in the range of 200 nm (Prager et al.,
2012). Photoconversion of methylated silazanes was subjected to
detailed mechanistic studies (low-temperature ESR studies, laser
flash photolysis, FTIR measurements and mass spectrometric
detection of gaseous products) coupled with DFT calculations.
They support the above mentioned reaction scheme (Figure 7),
but exhibit lower WVTR and OTR values compared to the pure
inorganic thin films (Prager et al., 2009; Knolle et al., 2010).

FTIR-measurements for photochemically cured PHPS thin
films of different thickness as well as time-of-flight secondary
ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) along the depth profile of
the cured films nicely shine light on a specific challenge of
photochemically produced thin films with gas barrier properties.
The gas barrier film is formed top-down and thereby restricts
diffusion of the reactants toward deeper layers. This leads to
a composite structure with concentration gradients throughout
the films depth profile, which has to be considered in technical
upscaling processes (Morlier et al., 2014).

An interesting alternative to the production of barrier foils
for encapsulation of electronic devices is the direct application of
PHPS solutions on device stacks like organic solar cells (Channa
et al., 2019) followed by VUV-induced conversion to SiO2. In
order to prevent VUV-induced degradation of the underlying
photo-active film and to reduce mechanical stress, a protective
bi-layer comprising a ZnO-nanoparticle thin film and a UV-
curable acrylic resin interlayer were introduced on top of the
P3HT film. The best multilayer material was shown to be stable
for> 200 h under damp-heat conditions (40◦C, 85% r.h.) without
losingmore than 10% of power conversion efficiency. Stacks from
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FIGURE 6 | Results on quantum-chemical calculations on the photochemical excitation of model substance H2N-SiH2-NH-SiH3 and subsequent bond scission,

adapted from Prager et al. (2007).

two SiOx-layers (each 170 nm thick) with two UV-curable acrylic
interlayers on PET substrate showed an increase ofWVTR values
(2× 10−2 g m−2 d−1) by less than 10% after 3,000 bending cycles
(bending radius= 3 cm).

APPLICATION ASPECTS OF
PHOTOCHEMICALLY DERIVED GAS
PERMEATION BARRIERS

In order to reach gas transmission rates below 10−4 g m−2 d−1

as needed for challenging applications like the encapsulation of
organic electronics (see Figure 1), all gas permeation pathways
within the device need to be considered. The following chapters
cover basic principles of gas permeation through different
layer stacks as well as strategies for improvement, such as
photoannealing or lamination.

Gas Permeation Through Single Barrier
Films
Various groups investigated gas permeation mechanisms in
simple polymer films or polymer films coated with an inorganic
barrier layer (Haas et al., 1999; Greener et al., 2007; Meyer et al.,
2010; Schmidt et al., 2012). Gas molecules permeate through
amorphous polymeric films by homogeneous diffusion through
the bulk material (Paul and DiBenedetto, 1965) depending on
diffusion (D) and solubility (S) coefficients of the gas molecules
(Schrenk and Alfrey, 1969; Miller and Krochta, 1997), and

references therein following the law

P = D · S

with P – permeability coefficient. By depositing dielectric films
onto polymer films their gas permeability can be lowered
considerably, e.g., by two orders of magnitude on semi-crystalline
polymer films (Chatham, 1996; Charton et al., 2006; Gioti et al.,
2009). By investigating the transmission rates through metal
oxide thin films on polymer substrates it could be shown that
permeation of gases like oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen or noble
gases is dominated by transmission through small-sized defects
like pinholes or cracks in the nm or µm scale (Tropsha and
Harvey, 1997; da Silva Sobrinho et al., 2000; Hanika et al., 2003;
Leterrier, 2003; Langowski, 2005; Fahlteich et al., 2009). For
water molecules, the reactive diffusion along chemical defects,
respectively functionalities, represents a second transmission
mechanism, which can dominate the permeation process in
case of having low densities of micro or nano pores and
pinholes (Tropsha and Harvey, 1997; Henry et al., 1999; Carcia
et al., 2010). OH-functionalities, arising from the preparation
process, have shown to play a crucial role in aluminum and
silicon oxide films (Boehm, 1966; Tropsha and Harvey, 1997;
Carcia et al., 2010). Rare examples in the literature include a
direct comparison of different binary metal compounds, which
point toward superiority of nitridic vs. oxidic barrier materials:
Aluminum oxynitride films (Erlat et al., 2001) showed superior
water vapor barriers compared to pure aluminum oxide layers.
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FIGURE 7 | Transient spectra observed after laser flash photolysis of an N2-saturated solution of tetramethylcyclotetrasilazane (molecular structure displayed on left

side) (Knolle et al., 2010).

SiN coatings result in higher gas barrier improvement factors
(BIFs) than SiOx ones (da Silva Sobrinho et al., 1998, 2000).

Photochemical preparation of inorganic thin films is the only
non-vacuum method, in which formation of OH-groups can be
avoided already while preparing the film. This leads to thin films
with high density compared to other low-temperature processes
(Table 1) (Prager et al., 2014; With et al., 2019a). Single layers
of photochemically prepared silicon oxide thin films on PET
films result in OTR and WVTR values of < 10−2 cm3 m−2

d−1 bar−1 (Channa et al., 2019) and 0.2 g m−2 d−1 (40◦C, 90%
r.h.; Morlier et al., 2013). Knowledge about the photoconversion
mechanism and kinetic data was an inevitable prerequisite for
a successful transfer of the process to the pilot-scale (200mm
wide web) (Prager et al., 2014). The gas barrier quality thereby
compares to results obtained with single layers of conventional
vapor deposition processes (da Silva Sobrinho et al., 1999, 2000;
Czeremuszkin et al., 2001; Wuu et al., 2004; Bieder et al., 2005;
Wolf et al., 2007).

Optimizing Metal Oxide Barrier Films by
Photoannealing
UV-light is capable densifying formed metal oxide films, e.g.,
by condensation of hydroxyl groups and removal of elemental
impurities such as carbon, a process called photoannealing.
To induce crystallization even annealing temperatures can be
significantly reduced<350◦C (Bretos et al., 2018). For oxide films
formed at low-temperature, various UV light sources such as UV
laser and UV lamps have been investigated. UV-laser irradiation
has even been shown to induce crystallization of titanium(IV)
oxide (at wavelengths of 6.4 and 4.7 eV) (Imai et al., 1999) zinc(II)
oxide (5 eV) (Nagase et al., 2001), and indium(III) oxide thin

TABLE 1 | Densities and refractive indices of PHPS-layers treated with varying

temperatures or VUV-irradiation regimes (Prager et al., 2014).

Treatment of Layer thickness/ Layer density/ Refractive index

precursor layer nm g cm−3 (λ = 550nm)

24 h at 150◦C 59.0 1.60 1.4592

6 h at 215◦C 65.0 1.58 1.4592

1 h at 600◦C 53.8 1.87 1.4482

Xe*2-excimer 53.2 2.15 1.4962

(1.3 J cm−2)

Hg-low-pressure Lamp 59.5 2.05 1.4832

(1.3 J cm−2)

films (6.4 and 4.7 eV) (Imai et al., 1998). The effect is ascribed to
the significant application of energy in a tightly restricted volume,
due to which the filmsmelt either partially at the surface or within
the full film, and solidify to crystalline phases (Taylor and Fabes,
1992). Industrial applications of UV-laser systems for large-area
and R2R processing of metal oxide thin films is still restricted due
to high investment and maintenance costs. Thus, usage of UV
lamps is more preferable at the moment.

A combination of both, UV-annealing using a 365 nm (3.4 eV)
LED lamp together with elevated temperatures of 300◦C was able
to significantly improve the electrical performance and stability
of IGZO films as compared to sole UV- or thermal treatments
(Tak et al., 2014). Van de Leest (1995) and Nakajima et al. (2005)
concluded a photoannealing at∼100◦C with UV-lamps (Xe

∗

2 and
Hg low-pressure lamp; at 7.2, 6.7, and 4.9 eV, respectively) of
sol-gel films to be an enhanced condensation reaction between
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hydroxyl groups. From studies on titanium oxide formation
they conclude that in advantage to conventional drying steps
in sol-gel methods, UV-irradiation enables the formation of
“high-quality” oxide films, because no low-dense polymeric oxide
chains are formed, which would inhibit subsequent condensation
reactions to a dense 3D network releasing redundant OH-groups.
However, photoannealing of titanium oxide thin films is the
only example of this technique being successful at temperatures
≤100◦C. For silicon oxide thin films a condensation of once
produced OH-groups by VUV-light (using Xe

∗

2 and Hg low-
pressure lamps) has not been reported so far.

Gas Permeation Through Multilayer
Systems
Residual defects in metal oxide thin films produced on an
industrial scale are inevitable. In order to meet industrial
reproducibility criteria, more than one barrier film has to
be coupled within one encapsulation film. Coupling two
similar barrier films, the “ideal laminate theory” predicts a
maximum improvement of the barrier performance by factor two
(Schrenk and Alfrey, 1969):

1

PL
=

1

P1
+

1

P2
+ . . .

1

Pn

PL – permeance of the laminate
P1, P2, Pn – permeabilities of the single-barrier films.
To this effect, one simple way enhancing gas barriers is the
coupling of some single barrier films by lamination. Lamination
can be carried out in different orientations resulting in three
different laminate types as denoted in Figure 8. Each of them
possesses different advantages and disadvantages: In the F2F case,
both mechanically sensitive barrier layers are innately protected
by both substrate films. Both laminate surfaces have a more
hydrophilic character, e.g., pending OH groups, and UV curable
epoxide or hybrid formulations were investigated and applied
for bonding of inorganic layers (Schmidt et al., 2012). The F2B
orientation minimizes gas permeation directly at the outside of
the barrier film, avoiding dissolution of water vapor inside the
polymer film. In addition to that B2B separates the substrate film
(polymer films can show high uptake of water vapor) from the
sensitive electronic device inside. Depending on the orientation
of the laminated films, the lamination adhesive has to be adapted
to the surfaces. In the case of B2B two hydrophobic surfaces
have to be laminated whereas the F2B case requires lamination
of different surfaces.

Mechanical decoupling of several brittle inorganic thin films
allows lower bending radii and have been shown to exhibit
long term bending stability; only a moderate increase of WVTR
values by less than 10% was observed after 3,000 bending cycles
(Channa et al., 2019). The position of the gas barrier film
within the functional film stack becomes crucial for bending
stability of optoelectronic devices. Han et al. applied non-
linear finite element analysis to identify the neutral axis as
preferred position for the inorganic barrier and adjusted its
height within real stacks by introducing organic buffer layers

(Han et al., 2016). Planarization of the polymeric substrate film
with organic or hybrid materials coatings can improve the quality
of the barrier thin film within the multilayer stack (Affinito
et al., 1996; Amberg-Schwab et al., 2010). Incorporation of
water-scavenging particles (Solovyov, 2006) or high-aspect ratio
particles (Feldman, 2013; Choudalakis and Gotsis, 2014; Cui
et al., 2015, 2016) into lamination adhesives, respectively organic
interlayers opens further potential to enhance barrier properties
of laminated barrier films. An increase of lag-time is provided,
which might lead to high-performance for products with lower
life-time requirements. Pre-drying of the barrier laminates
to release water from the polymeric films is a technological
approach that should be implemented by the end-user of the
encapsulation film.

On the other hand and according to the above-mentioned
law, in defect-free multilayer barrier stacks, the film with
lowest permeability dominates the steady-state transmission
rates, usually being the inorganic thin film (Graff et al., 2004;
Kiese et al., 2019). To that effect and in order to reach higher
BIFs for single-barrier films and consequently also in multilayer
stacks, very promising results have been reported by sealing of
defects by direct wet or gas phase overcoating with additional
inorganic thin films. Exemplary, sealing of a PVD-SiOx-coated
barrier film with a photochemically prepared SiOx-film produced
in a continuous roll-to-roll process (200mm wide) on polyester
substrates exhibits gas transmission rates (H2O, O2) between
5 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−2 g m−2 d−1 or cm3 m−2 d−1 bar−1,
respectively, compared to 0.5 g m−2 d−1 of the base barrier
film. Stacks of alternating organic and inorganic layers, wherein
one inorganic layer comprises of two directly stacked inorganic
single layers leads to the most efficient and reliable design
principle for high-barrier films at the current state of knowledge.
This way, a sealing effect and a mechanical decoupling can
operate as a combined advantage in multilayer stacks. WVTR
values ≈ 10−4 g m−2 d−1 can be obtained, and encapsulated
CIGS-based thin-film solar cells were found to be stable in
industrial climate testing (damp-heat exposure, thermo-cycles,
UV exposure, and wetting) usually accepted as verification for a
20 years lifetime (Meyer et al., 2010; Morlier et al., 2013; Prager
et al., 2014).

In contrast to the lamination of layers with defined
compositions, Sun et al. (2019) recently presented an approach
in which first a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and then a
PHPS layer were coated alternating. Subsequent VUV irradiation
not only converts the PHPS layer to silica but also partially,
provided with a depth gradient, the PDMS into SiO2. Thus,
organic/inorganic layer structures with gradual transitions of the
composition in the intermediate layer between PDMS and silica
were created, for which WVTR values <10−4 g m−2 d−1 were
measured and with which OLEDs could be encapsulated with
shown long-term stability.

Characterization of Gas Permeation
Recent developments in flexible (organic) electronic devices and
wearables require flexible stand-alone encapsulation materials
with high and ultra barrier properties against water vapor
transmission, to protect the sensitive active materials from
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FIGURE 8 | Notation of laminate types as used in this review.

TABLE 2 | WVTR determination methods for high and ultra barrier films.

Method Detection limit Typical test conditions References

Thermal conductivity measurement

(Ultra-permeation accumulation method -UPM)

2·10−5 g m−2 d−1 23–80◦C, 15–90% RH Kiese et al., 2017

Coulometric detection 5·10−5 g m−2 d−1;

2·10−3 g m−2 d−1

5–50◦C, up to 100% RH MOCON, 2014; SYSTECH, 2020

Infrared spectroscopy 5·10−3 g m−2 d−1 10–40◦C, up to 100% RH MOCON, 2020

Radioactive tracer (tritiated water method) 3·10−6 g m−2 d−1 RT, 100% RH Dameron et al., 2008

Electrical Ca-mirror test ≈ 10−6 g m−2 d−1 RT, up to 100% RH Cros et al., 2006; Choi et al., 2007;

Schubert et al., 2011

Optical Ca-mirror test* ≈ 10−6 g m−2 d−1 RT, up to 100% RH Kumar et al., 2002; Greener et al., 2007

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy ≈ 10−6 g m−2 d−1 10–50◦C, 50–100% RH SEMPA, 2020

Mass spectrometry 1·10−6 - 1.9·10−7 g m−2 d−1 40◦C, 90% RH Zhang et al., 2008; Hülsmann et al., 2009;

Yoshida et al., 2017

Direct pressure measurement 2·10−4 g m−2 d−1 40◦C, 90% RH Starostin et al., 2015; Technolox, 2020

*Additional information about permeation paths can be deduced from the optical imaging.

degradation and to ensure their long-term stability. In order
to detect the very low quantities of permeants, if possible
in due course during or after the barrier film production,
the metrology must also evolve. Several approaches can be
used for the measurement of water vapor permeation through
films. Practical relevance has been reached by Ca-mirror tests,
coulometric electrochemical devices, radioactive tracer methods,
mass spectrometry, spectroscopic methods, pressure and thermal
conductivity measurement, as described elsewhere (Nisato et al.,
2014; Jeong et al., 2020). The above-mentioned methods are
summarized in Table 2 including their measurement sensitivities
as well as typical test conditions. For most methods the
WVTR measurement vessel is divided in two chambers by

the barrier film, with a water vapor containing atmosphere on
one side. The water vapor permeation through the sample can
be done by equal pressure or by pressure difference methods
(e.g., mass spectrometric methods). Besides the determination
of permeation rates, the optical Ca-mirror test enables an
investigation of defect amount and distribution.

An experimental comparison between spectrometric and
coulometric methods as well as different types of Ca-mirror
tests is given by Nisato et al. (2014). The tests, carried
out in different laboratories, included different measurement
techniques as well as test cell geometries, evaluation in different
environmental conditions, and on different barrier materials,
resulting in some misunderstandings and inconsistencies.
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Especially environmental conditions, such as temperature and
relative humidity significantly impact the permeation rates
through thin films. If this is considered, different methods
can result in comparable values for the gas transmission
rates (Jarvis et al., 2017 #105).

Measurement of ultra barrier film materials is challenging,
since measurement time, e.g., by isostatic carrier gas systems
(e.g., commercial MOCON, Inc. systems), can take up to several
months to reach steady state transmission rates. Kiese et al.
(2017, 2019) presented a modification of the classical two-
chamber method in that way that the water is collected before
being transported to the measuring thermal conductivity sensor.
This results in a higher sensitivity of the method, delivering
permeation values which are in satisfying agreement with
the values measured by the commercially available MOCON
system, but in a shorter timescale. The large temperature
range of 23–80◦C and the available humidity range from
15 to 90% RH enables Arrhenius plots to be created. That
way, WVTR values can be measured at higher temperatures
in a time-saving manner and values can be calculated for
lower temperatures. A combination of the time-dependent
measurement with finite element calculations can further shorten
the measuring times frommonths to weeks by a prediction of the
transmission rates.

Investigations by Schulze et al. showed that the substitution
of water vapor by helium leads to significant shorter
measuring times for inorganically modified ETFE (ethylene
tetrafluoroethylene copolymer) and represents an interesting
alternative for fast determination of permeation values (Schulze
et al., 2017). However, correlations of He-transmission rates
with WVTR values depending on composition and structure
of the barrier films and, probably, on the specific technological
manufacturing conditions is not published yet.

PERSPECTIVES

Within the last two decades, fundamental aspects of
photoconversion reactions for preparing metal oxide thin
films could be unraveled by studies of initial photochemical

reaction mechanisms. Application relevant systems have been
investigated in detail with a focus on using this process as
a low-cost roll-to-roll technology preparing transparent gas
permeation barriers on temperature-sensitive polyester films.

Industry-relevant gas barrier results were obtained by using
these fundamental principles to develop the technology on
the pilot plant scale. Various aspects of barrier preparation and
optimization on one hand, as well as the integration of single layer
barrier films into application relevant encapsulation films, on the
other hand, were successfully implemented technologically.

Nevertheless, a lot of questions arise, which wait to be
investigated by fundamental and applied research and
development. The formulation of general principles for
underlying photochemical mechanisms would help for a rational
design of other thin film systems. One could think of other
binary metal compounds or even combining different metals
in variable composition. Application as catalytically active or
conductive components of thin film stacks seems promising.

Further challenges also arise from the worldwide problem
of accumulation of polymer residues in ecosystems. Recent
solutions for the production of degradable polymers, like e.g.,
polylactide or cellulose nanofibrils, exhibit lower thermal stability
than conventional ones, at present. This creates the need for
further reducing production temperatures for thin films and rises
considerable challenges in technology and precursor design.

Just as much as indium tin oxide layers on glass substrates
are used as transparent conductive barrier substrates for rigid
optoelectronic devices, integration of electrical conductivity into
a transparent flexible gas barrier film would be of interest to
the flexible electronics community. Minimizing stack heights
and production costs are the main upcoming challenges.
Thinking about carbon based materials, various barrier/electrode
combinations are conceivable, and thus, this area of research
and development is highly active both in industry and publicly
funded research organizations. Industrially relevant options
comprise indium tin oxide, silver nanowire meshes, carbon-
based materials or PEDOT:PSS. It is to be seen, for which
system integration into technically relevant products will be
successful. Problems like adhesion, conductivity and cost-
efficient industrial-scale production promise exciting topics for
research and development toward functional gas barriers in the
upcoming decades.
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